SCIENCE ITEMS

Guide to the Content and Layout of This Section
The Science Items section contains, in a ready-to-use form, the eight science assessment items that
appeared in Section 5.3, Science Concepts and Science Items. Each item is presented on a separate
page to facilitate photocopying.
The two sections are designed to be used in tandem. The Science Items section is designed to
facilitate the construction of sets of items tailored to the purpose of the usermost likely a
classroom teacher. Users can select items for their own purpose based on their reading of Science
Concepts and Science Items section, photocopy these and administer them to students. Student
responses can be scored using the scoring instructions presented in the Science Concepts and Science
Items section, and may be compared to the international benchmarks presented there.
To assist in the recording and scoring of items Scoring Worksheets can be generated by photocopying the master copy included in this section.
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SCIENTIFIC UNIT 1
Semmelweis
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Question 1: SEMMELWEIS' DIARY
Suppose you were Semmelweis. Give a reason (based on the data
Semmelweis collected) why puerperal fever is unlikely to be caused by
earthquakes.
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Question 2: SEMMELWEIS' DIARY

Semmelweis new idea had to do with the high percentage of women dying
in the maternity wards and the students behavior.
What was this idea?
A Having students clean themselves after dissections should lead to a decrease of puerperal fever.
B Students should not take part in dissections because they may cut themselves.
C Students smell because they do not clean themselves after a dissection.
D Students want to show that they are industrious, which makes them careless when they
examine the women.
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Question 3: SEMMELWEIS' DIARY
Semmelweis succeeded in his attempts to reduce the number of deaths due
to puerperal fever. But puerperal fever even today remains a disease that is
difficult to eliminate.
Fevers that are difficult to cure are still a problem in hospitals. Many routine
measures serve to control this problem. Among those measures are washing
sheets at high temperatures.
Explain why high temperature (while washing sheets) helps to reduce the
risk that patients will contract a fever.
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Question 4: SEMMELWEIS' DIARY
Many diseases may be cured by using antibiotics. However, the success of
some antibiotics against puerperal fever has diminished in recent years.
What is the reason for this?
A Once produced, antibiotics gradually lose their activity.
B Bacteria become resistant to antibiotics.
C These antibiotics only help against puerperal fever, but not against other diseases.
D The need for these antibiotics has been reduced because public health conditions have improved
considerably in recent years.
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SCIENTIFIC UNIT 2
Ozone
Read the following section of an article about the ozone layer.
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Question 1: OZONE
In the text above nothing is mentioned about the way ozone is formed in the
atmosphere. In fact each day some ozone is formed and some other ozone
disappears.The way ozone is formed is illustrated in the following comic strip.

Suppose you have an uncle who tries to understand the meaning of this
strip. However, he did not get any science education at school and he
doesnt understand what the author of the strip is explaining. He knows
that there are no little fellows in the atmosphere but he wonders what those
little fellows in the strip stand for, what those strange notations O, O2 and O3
mean and which processes the strip represents. He asks you to explain the
strip. Assume that your uncle knows:
 that O is the symbol for oxygen;
 what atoms and molecules are.
Write an explanation of the comic strip for your uncle. In your explanation,
use the words atoms and molecules in the way they are used in lines 5 and 6.
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Question 2: OZONE
Ozone is also formed during thunderstorms. It causes the typical smell after
such a storm. In lines 10-12 the author of the text distinguishes between
bad ozone and good ozone.
In terms of the article, is the ozone that is formed during thunderstorms
bad ozone or good ozone?
Choose the answer and the explanation that is supported by the text.
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Question 3: OZONE
Lines 14 and 15 state: Without this beneficial ozone layer, humans would
be more susceptible to certain diseases due to the increased incidence of
ultra-violet rays from the Sun.
Name one of these specific diseases.
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Question 4: OZONE
At the end of the text, an international meeting in Montreal is mentioned. At
that meeting lots of questions in relation to the possible depletion of the ozone
layer were discussed.Two of those questions are given in the table below.
Which of the questions below can be answered by scientific research?
Circle Yes or No for each.
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